world, on the other'' (12; see also Harkness 2011)-is a medium of communicating culturally meaningful qualities; and that the sŏngak voice, which is predominantly the voicing of Korean Christian aspiration, is the outcome of church-centered and church-oriented practices to embody, exhibit, and emanate the sound of the clean that is ideologically construed as the sound of the spiritually enlightened and advanced.
The book consists of two parts, ''The Qualities of Voice'' (Chapters 1 through 4) and ''The Sociality of Voice'' (Chapters 5 through 7). Part One is preceded by a theoretically and thematically grounding Introduction, which intriguingly begins with a detour into a cheap dish called pudae tchigae Harkness reveals how these two voices are heard not only as distinct and contrasting but also as a ''transformation'' from one to the other, from a rough and husky voice interpreted as expressing sadness and han (''deep-seated sorrow from feeling wronged'') to a clean and healthy voice. (144), which effectively describes how qualia can be tuned differently for different socio-relational purposes. Sŏngak singers manipulate their voices as they navigate between the church where they ''free'' their voices and the university where they continue to enact traditional Confucianrelational roles. Some fascinating and keen observations are documented as to how individuals change their voices with respect to different interactional counterparts (e.g., switching from a flat unmarked pitch among peers to a highly marked and nasalized pitch with professors). Chapter 6, ''The Voice of Homecoming,'' examines how sŏngak mediates the singers' relations with their Christian social networks. To become a professional singer, a student typically studies abroad and returns to hold a transformative public recital in front of his or her own social network. This chapter analyzes these ritualistic events as poetically structured texts, focusing on how the Christian hymns sung as encores allow for a recasting of ''the entire event as thoroughly Christian and thoroughly Korean'' (178). Lastly, in Chapter 7, ''Feeling the Voice,'' Harkness traces the emergence of the term ''maŭm'' (''heart-mind'') as a Christian discursive register and discusses how the term helps individual singers align their personal experiences
and emotions with what is a socially recognized and valued mode of expression (i.e., calmness and maturity, produced aesthetically with emphasis on a kind of vocal economy (14)). In singing ''with the maŭm'' (201, 224), singers not only orient themselves to God but also towards the Christian community that inhabit the same role within the Christian chronotope of progress. The book concludes with a brief discussion of a growing viewpoint, especially among the younger generation, which critically reflects upon the culture of constant striving in Korea. A view that is relevant to Evangelical Christian singers in that it questions whether the relentless endeavor to be cleaner, more advanced, or more refined might not be the very exact quality that Christian aspirations seek to eliminate and takes pride in silencing.
Written with consistently intense intellectual rigor and with a sensitivity probably only possible from a former singer, as a text, Songs of Seoul shines as a pioneer of a very special, unique, and original anthropological focus-the communicative medium of the human voice. This review was organized around the linguistic anthropology of voice and voicing but the qualitative information provided, which could not all be covered here, should engage a much broader audience interested in ethnomusicology, South Korean Protestantism, and modernity.
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